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Abstract 
Quantitative analyses of actual measurements rather than modeling have shown that “global warm-
ing” has been heterogeneous over the surface of the planet and temporally non-linear. Residual 
regression analyses by Soares (2010) indicated increments of increased temperature precede in-
crements of CO2 increase. The remarkably strong negative correlation (r = −0.99) between the 
earth’s magnetic dipole moment values and global CO2-temperature indicators over the last ~30 
years is sufficient to be considered causal if contributing energies were within the same order of 
magnitude. Quantitative convergence between the energies lost by the diminishing averaged geo- 
magnetic field strength and energies gained within the ocean-atmosphere interface satisfy the 
measured values for increased global temperature and CO2 release from sea water. The pivotal 
variable is the optimal temporal unit employed to estimate the total energies available for physi-
cal-chemical reactions. The positive drift in averaged amplitude of geomagnetic activity over the 
last 100 years augmented this process. Contributions from annual CO2 from volcanism and shifts 
in averaged geomagnetic activity, lagged years before the measured global temperature-CO2 val-
ues, are moderating variables for smaller amplitude perturbations. These results indicated that 
the increase in CO2 and global temperatures are primarily caused by major geophysical factors, 
particularly the diminishing total geomagnetic field strength and increased geomagnetic activity, 
but not by human activities. Strategies for adapting to climate change because of these powerful 
variables may differ from those that assume exclusive anthropomorphic causes. 
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1. Introduction 
“Global warming” is a term applied to the approximately 1˚C averaged increase in terrestrial surface tempera-
ture that has been measured over the last ~150 years [1]. According to Soares [2], there has been an enhance-
ment of this warming between approximately 1975 and 1998. There have been multiple concurrent solar and 
geophysical variables that have accompanied this mild increase in terrestrial surface temperature. They include 
lower cloud cover and hence greater total solar irradiance [3], expansion of the solar corona and increased geo-
magnetic activity [4], a 10% increase in water vapor within the atmosphere [1] and the physical chemical con-
sequences of the earth’s magnetic dipole moment [5]. However, the primary explanation for generic global 
warming has been attributed to human activities, particularly the combustion of fossil fuels, that releases CO2 
into the atmosphere. Predictions for future global temperature changes have been almost exclusively based upon 
models rather than extracting recondite relationships within actual measurements. Here we present quantitative 
evidence that although global warming has been occurring recently, the primary source may not be caused by 
release of CO2 from human activities but from physical processes strongly coupled to the diminishing magnetic 
dipole of the earth as well as enhanced geomagnetic activity due to shifting parameters within the movement of 
the solar system. 

The visible representation of positive drifting of inferences of CO2 as ppm (parts per million) in the air or wa-
ter temperature over the last half of a century has been a powerful persuasive tool. Although the graphs exhibit 
significant face validity, their construct validity is ambiguous. The limitations associated with the attribution of 
global warming primarily to human activity such as the combustion of fossil fuels are inaccuracies of the term 
and of the limited sampling of the key measurements. The changes in annual temperatures over the last century 
have not been linear (there was cooling in the 1960s and 1970s) which would not be typical of a “gradual load-
ing” phenomenon. In addition, the changes in temperature are not homogeneously distributed globally. Knox 
and Douglass [6] challenged the global warming trend of 0.63 ± 0.28 W/m2 reported by Lyman et al. [7] during 
1993-2008 by revealing the “flattening” that occurred around 2001 to 2002. Between the years 2003 and 2008 
there was cooling, not warming, with a diminishment between 0.01 to 0.16 W/m2. 

There are relatively few stations measuring CO2 which are then generalized to the planet even though about 
two-thirds of the land masses are in the northern hemisphere where high latitude regions exhibit the predomin-
ance of warming [2]. The strongest evidence that CO2 is not causing the incremental increase in global tempera-
ture is the direction of the quantitative relationship between residuals from regression analyses for years for 
temperature and CO2. If increments in CO2 were “causing” increments of increased temperature then the former 
must precede the later. However Soares [2] found the opposite quantitative relationship which would indicate, 
using the same criteria as do classic epidemiologists for cause and effect, that the causal factor for CO2 increases 
was temperature. 

A global, physical perspective, without emphasizing a species-centric reference for cause, requires the con-
sideration of all possibilities as well as all their dynamic combinations for the source of the recent increase in 
warming within the atmosphere and oceans. A solar-related source has been considered by many researchers [8] 
[9]. The sun and its system completes one orbit around the galactic center once every approximately 250 million 
years. This means from the perspective of human durations it has been moving through different space for the 
duration of the interval for which direct measurements and inferences of surface temperature have been col-
lected [10] [11]. 

The correlation between the solar semi-diameter, that could reflect the intrinsic structure of intergalactic space 
[12] and geomagnetic time series was reported by Neto et al. [13]. Lockwood et al. [4] demonstrated there has 
been a doubling of the solar coronal magnetic field during the past 100 years which has been associated with the 
increased average annual intensity of geomagnetic activity [14]. The inference by Fenton et al. [15], based upon 
measurements of the albedo of planet Mars that its temperature had increased by about 0.7˚C over 20 years, 
strongly indicates that increased terrestrial increases in temperature may be related to processes other than its 
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inhabitants. This approach is in marked opposition to the conclusions of Tett et al. [16] who excluded purely 
natural forcing of temperature change and attributed it “largely to the anthropogenic components”. 

Courtillot et al. [5] have also pursued this approach and have suggested strong connections between the 
earth’s magnetic field and climate change, specifically the “archeomagnetic jerks” that are abrupt and about 100 
years in duration. Geomagnetic activity which refers to the most disturbed components of the earth’s static 
magnetic field are in the range of about 1% (40 to 5000 nT, depending upon latitude) of the earth’s static mag-
netic field which is usually attributed with an average value of about 50,000 nT [17]. Changes in the magnitude 
of either the steady state (dc) or variable (ac) components are important because of a fundamental physical rela-
tionship involving energy (E), which is: 

2
3m

2
E β

µ
=                                       (1) 

where B is the strength of the magnetic field, μ is the magnetic permeability (4π × 10−7 N/A2) and m3 is the vo-
lume being considered. 

2. Geomagnetic Activity and Increased Global Temperatures 
The ingenious analyses of El-Borie and Al-Thoryaib [14] indicated that the aa (average antipodal) index could 
be partially employed to predict global mean temperature. This was important because Stamper et al. [18] had 
found an unprecedented correlation of r = 0.97 within an optimal solar wind-magnetospheric coupling function. 
They argued that this coupling was directly associated over three solar cycles with increases in interplanetary 
magnetic field strength, solar wind speed and particle density. Persinger [19] calculated the dynamic pressure to 
be about 2.5 nPa which when multiplied by the volume of the lower troposphere (10 km thickness) with a vo-
lume of 5.1 × 1018 m3 would result in 1.2 × 1010 J/s or 3.8 × 1017 J per year within this gaseous volume. 

By setting PV (pressure and volume) equal to the equation, Persinger [19] showed that the equivalent changes 
in average geomagnetic activity (about 16 nT) since around 1900 was the same order of magnitude of that which 
had been measured. The coefficients calculated by other researchers at ground level ranged from 13 nT∙nPa−0.5 
[20] to 34 nT∙nPa−0.5 [21]. Over the extent of the analyses (100 years), the cumulative energy would have been 
5.6 × 1019 J. Within 5.1 × 1024 cc (5.1 × 1018 m3) of sea water in the oceans this would have produced an in-
crease of about 10−5˚C rather than the 0.1˚C to 1˚C that has been observed unless that increased geomagnetic ac-
tivity-induced energy was displayed to a narrow depth between 100 m and 1 km at the ocean-atmospheric 
boundary. 

Subsequent analyses by El-Borie et al. [22] analyzed the power spectral densities of data for global standar-
dized temperature, aa (geomagnetic activity) and sunspot numbers for the years 1880 through 2008. They found 
that the correlation between global temperature and geomagnetic indicators was +0.66 while the concordance 
between global temperature and sunspot numbers was +0.38. The difference of magnitude between the two is 
statistically significant indicting that geomagnetic variability was the strongest. These authors emphasized the 
temporal displacements or lags between the classes of variables. Any change in aa indices was found to be asso-
ciated with a change in the global standardized temperature. El-Borie’s previous work [14] had also demon-
strated the presence of a 5 - 7 year lag in the quantitative changes in global geomagnetic activity and subsequent 
changes in temperature. The presence of significant peaks in the power spectral density for global temperature 
that included 21.3, 14.2, 11.6, 9.1, 7.5 and 6.4 years reinforced the contribution from solar-geomagnetic peri-
odicities as well as their harmonics and potential beat frequencies. 

Quantitative analyses of local measurements of sea water temperature and geomagnetic variations have sup-
ported these global values. Gang and Persinger [23] analyzed the values for the ocean water temperature and re-
lated parameters from the Victoria Experimental Network Under the Sea (VENUS) and demonstrated moderate 
strength (r = 0.60) correlations between global geomagnetic activity on days of and before small but discrete in-
creases in sea water temperature, but not the second and thirds days before or the days afterwards. The multiple 
regression equation predicted that for every 10 nT increase in daily geomagnetic activity the water temperature 
increased by 0.1˚C. This meant that over the range occurring during the study (2 nT to 45 nT of geomagnetic ac-
tivity) the average net increase should have been about 0.4˚C. However the standard error of the estimate placed 
the range between 0.1˚C to 0.7˚C. The actual change during this period as measured directly from subsurface 
sensors was ~1˚C. 
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3. Diminishment of the Absolute Intensity of Earth’s Magnetic Moment:  
Quantitative Solutions to Ocean-Atmosphere Energy Release 

Unlike geomagnetic activity whose intensities wax and wane within durations of days, diminishment of the ab-
solute intensity of the earth’s total geomagnetic field has been continuous and approximately 1000 times more 
intense than the daily fluctuations. The geomagnetic activity is superimposed upon this “quasi-static” source. 
Vares and Persinger [24] discerned from the data published by Pazur and Winklhofer [25] that over the last 32 
years the earth’s magnetic dipole had diminished by ~2.9 × 10−6 T. This would have been associated with sig-
nificant decrease in intrinsic magnetic energy that could be involved with maintaining the status of sequestering 
gases within sea water. The correlation between the diminishing magnetic dipole strength and the increase in 
global averaged CO2 was −0.997. Such strengths in most sciences would be considered causal or indicate that 
the same “source of variance” is being measured. 

As shown in Figure 1 from Vares and Persinger [24] a decrease of ~2500 nT was associated with an increase 
of ~50 ppm of CO2 over this same period. The Boulder data were employed because they were a median value 
representative of the global shift. Within the 10 km thickness assumed to reflect the biosphere the application of 
Equation (1) indicated that over the 32 year period 1.72 × 1013 J would have been lost and hence potentially re-
leased as thermal energy. This assumes there were no recondite processes modifying the physical-chemical or 
quantal bases of the specific heat capacity of water. This energy matched the shift in CO2 levels as inferred by 
calculations. However assuming 4.18 J per 1 cc (10−6 m3) was that raise the temperature of the sea water 1˚C at 
standard temperature and pressure (STP), then the total energy within the 5.1 × 1018 m3 shell would be 2 × 1025 J 
rather than the value indicated on page 851 [24]. This discrepancy was recognized by a Discovery Magazine 
blogger [26] and produced a series of constructive corrections. 

The potential discrepancy does not change the validity of the strong inverse correlation of −0.997 between 
diminished energy from the earth’s magnetic dipole moment and the rise in global temperature and CO2. What is 
required then is to discern the quantitative sources required to produce the convergence between the two systems. 
The most parsimonious missing variable would be duration assumed to maintain and dissipate the energy per 
unit molecular time. If the functional cumulative loss of energy occurred in increments of 1 s (the intrinsic unit 
for most dimensional analyses of these processes) then the total energy dissipated would be (1.72 × 1013 J per 
block) × (3.2 × 101 years per block) × (3.15 × 107 s per year) or 1.7 × 1022 J. To explore these implications we 
calculated the results again from a different perspective. 

The energy associated with a magnetic field within a volume can be described by the relationship noted in  
 

 
Figure 1. The strong inverse correlation (from vares and persinger [24]) as a function of year for the boulder total field in-
tensity (our inference of the diminishing geomagnetic dipole moment, blue line) and the increase in globally averaged CO2 
levels (red line). 
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Equation (1). Vares and Persinger assumed an averaged depth within the oceans of 10 km and calculated the mag-
netic energy from this change in intensity of the magnetic dipole. Given a terrestrial surface area of 5.1 × 1014 m2 
and an average depth of 104 m or 10 km (or a slightly less depth if the estimate that the oceans cover 70% of the 
surface is preferred), the functional volume would be 5.1 × 1018 m3 (Figure 2). According to (1) the energy shift 
(potential loss) within that volume associated with 10 km depth of ocean would be 1.72 × 1013 J. 

Because the Earth is not a closed system, we assumed the magnetic energy within the volume must be main-
tained. As Vares and Persinger stated previously the “implicit assumption for J conversions is the temporal unit 
of one second.” Other researchers, such as Knox and Douglass [6] employing different assumptions and random 
sampling measurements have estimated a recent heat loss ranging from 0.01 to 0.5 W/m2 which is equivalent for 
the total surface to between 5 × 1012 J/s to ~2.5 × 1014 J/s (W). This range overlaps with our estimates from 
magnetic energy loss associated with the diminished dipole magnetic field intensity within the 10 km shell. 

To estimate the cumulative energy that might maintain any temperature shift the temporal factor must be con-
sidered. This means that over the extent of 32 years with 3.15 × 107 s per year, there would be 1.72 × 1013 J/s 
multiplied by 1.01 × 109 s (32 years) or a cumulative effect of 1.73 × 1022 J (0.41 × 1022 calories). This would be 
consistent with the classical law of constant heat summation as described by Maass and Steachie [27]. We ap-
preciate there would be some differential from the increasing drift of the diminishment of the dipole over that 
time. 

For traditional approaches the amount of heat transfer is defined in terms of the mass of the water [28]. By 
infusing 1 calorie into 1 gram (1 cc) of water there is an increase of 1˚C. For the same mass a loss of 1˚C would 
be associated with the potential removal (or conversion) by transfer of 1 calorie. When applied to the present 
problem there would be energy transfer due to the loss of 0.41 × 1022 calories coupled to the diminishing dipole 
strength within the 10 km volume (5.1 × 1024 cc) of ocean water. With these values there would be a potential 
loss of 0.08 × 10−2˚C per cc of water. Because there are 18 cc per mole of water, this would be equivalent to a 
loss of 1.44 × 10−2˚C per mole of water. 

The value of the release of intrinsic energy from the diminished dipole strength that is equivalent to ±0.001˚C 
is based upon the volume of oceans with an average of 10 km depth. If this energy were displaced to a smaller 
volume such as only the thin shell of 1 km below the surface of the ocean which constitutes the major interface  

 

 
Figure 2. The radius of the Earth is 6.37 × 106 m (center to green line). Assuming a thin 10 km spherical shell depth of the 
oceans (blue), is a relative 0.3% of the total Earth radius. Taking the surface area of the Earth’s oceans to be 5.1 × 1014 m2 
and the 10 km depth yields an applicable ocean volume of 5.1 × 1018 m3. Similarly, the functional volume of the atmosphere 
shell (red) can also be approximated by the differences with similar coefficients of ~5.1 × 1018 m3. The green line therefore 
depicts the ocean-atmosphere gas exchange boundary. Note: the ocean and atmosphere shells are not to scale. 
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with the gaseous atmosphere, the increase would be within the +1˚C range. Our data and calculations indicate 
that a major mode by which this energy is dissipated from the ocean water into the atmosphere is by the release 
of the CO2 from the ocean reservoir. Current estimates indicate that about 93% of CO2 is contained within the 
oceans. 

We assumed the loss of energy from the ocean water coupled to the diminishing energy from the earth’s 
magnetic dipole was dissipated into the adjacent gas within the atmosphere. The energy assumed to increase a 
gas by 1˚C is 1 J per gram. The major constituent of the earth’s atmosphere is diatomic Nitrogen with a gram 
molecular weight of 28 g. Hence the energy required to raise the temperature 1˚C would be 28 J. One mole of a 
gas at STP is 22.4 L. This volume is equivalent to 2.24 × 10−2 m3 and the energy required would be the ratio or 
1.25 × 103 J/m3. 

The total energy that was available from the diminishment of the magnetic dipole was calculated to be 1.73 × 
1022 J. When this value is divided by 1.25 × 103 J/m3, the affected volume (assuming no dissipation elsewhere) 
would be 1.38 × 1019 m3. This solution is within the same order of magnitude as the assumed volume (based 
upon 10 km depth) of atmosphere which matches the ocean volume from which the dissipating energy from the 
diminishing magnetic dipole was calculated. This quantity of energy within the volume occupied by a 10 km 
thick shell of atmosphere within which there has been an increase by 50 ppm or 0.13 × 1023 CO2 molecules per 
cubic meter is significant. Within the 5.1 × 1018 m3 shell there would be 6.7 × 1040 CO2 molecules. Hence the 
energy per molecule contributed by the loss of 1.73 × 1022 J from the diminished dipole would be about 2.58 × 
10−18 J per CO2 molecule or some equivalent molecule. This is well within the energy range of many bond ener-
gies. It may be relevant that the wavelength associated with the quantum frequency (by dividing by Planck’s 
constant) of this increment of energy is within the range (121.6 nm) attributed to the dissociation of water by 
sunlight that according to Clary [29] occurs continuously within the earth’s atmosphere. 

Noting the estimated gas exchange coefficient varies with a number of environmental variables and ranges 
between 8 and 18 mol/m2 per year, and assuming a value of 3.35 × 1014 m2 for the surface area of oceans, the 
increase of 50 ppm over the 32 years for CO2 and the 0.67 × 1040 CO2 molecules, there would have been a net 
excess of +1 mol/m2 per year between the ocean and atmosphere carbon cycle. This is within the same order of 
magnitude as model-estimated variance. 

The involvement of proportions of dissociation of water by sunlight directly due to the energies released from 
molecular reactions subsequent to the declining earth’s magnetic dipole moment would support the water vapor 
hypothesis by Soares [2]. Aptly reiterating water vapor’s potential to absorb about 63% of radiating long wave 
energy compared to the 22% and 2% absorption rates for CO2 and CH4, respectively, he calculated that the net 
retention of 11 W/m2 would correspond to an amplifying greenhouse effect of 3.5%. This would be equivalent to 
a global warming of an average 1.3˚C. This is also within the range of observed values. 

The symmetry of reversibility of the relationship between CO2 levels and temperature is important to appre-
ciate. Soares’ [2] results that indicated temperature correlated strongest with increased CO2 changes about 
one-half to one year later, which he inferred indicated that temperature was “the driver” and not CO2. However 
there was an absence of correlation between the two variables for periods of decreases in temperature indicating 
the process was not reversible and that the physical chemical mechanisms for uptake of this gas into oceans is 
complex and may involve multiple mechanisms that are quite different than elementary degassing. 

4. Experimental Simulation of Reduced Static Geomagnetic Field-Increased CO2  
Release from Salt Water 

The correlational analyses reported by Vares and Persinger [24] and the Pazur and Winklhaufer [25] sea water 
solubility study showed a negative correlation of −0.99 between the rising CO2 and the declining magnetic di-
pole strength of the earth over the last approximately three decades. Between 1980 and 2013 the concentrations 
of the gas in the atmosphere increased by ~50 ppm while the magnetic field strength decreased by ~2.9 μT. We 
designed an experiment to support a causal bases to this relationship. Although local laboratory experiments do 
not necessarily simulate the complexity and emergent phenomena associated with large mass effects, such as 
those occurring over the surface of a planet, quantitative results obtained by experiment and direct manipulation 
of key variables can be supportive or reflective of “proof in principle”.  

We experimentally examined if the reduction of the local geomagnetic field intensity at the magnitudes asso-
ciated with global diminishments could produce increases in release of carbon dioxide from simulated sea water. 
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Beakers containing 100 cc of NaCl at concentrations typical of sea water were extracted from 1 L initial prepa-
rations. The beaker was placed in the middle of a custom-constructed 10 cm by 10 cm by 10 cm plastic box that 
we have employed to study the effects of complex patterned magnetic fields upon the growth of aberrant cells 
[30]. Pairs of solenoids (Reed switches) in each plane generated magnetic fields from a digital to analogue 
(DAC) converter whose values were determined by Complex software developed by Professor Stanley Koren 
[31]. The magnetic field patterns and strengths can be determined by converting a series of numbers from 0 thru 
256 to equivalent voltages between −5 V and +5 V. 

The unique feature of the Koren process is that the generation of the programmable magnetic field is derived 
from reconverting the diminishment of the ambient geomagnetic field. In other words the background geomag-
netic field is “bucked” by the application of the dc magnetic fields between the pairs of solenoids. This effect 
was considered optimal to test the feasibility of local static geomagnetic reduction upon the release of CO2 from 
salt water. The pattern “negpo”, which is the negative half of a sine wave, was selected from our field pattern li-
brary. It is composed of 200 points all with values below 127 or negative polarity. The point duration of each 
value was set at 3 ms in light of its efficacy for affecting proton related processes in cells, particularly those as-
sociated with hydronium ions [32] [33]. Our quantitative calculations for the energy loss associated within sea 
water and its release into the atmosphere of CO2 as well as the increase in temperature from the diminishment of 
the earth’ magnetic dipole moment assumes a central role of this ion. Because the point duration was 3 ms and 
there were 200 points in the half wave the frequency was 1.67 Hz. However the intrinsic variation from the 3 ms 
point durations which involve the shifts in current values would have been 333.3 Hz. 

A USB Probe Meter (CM-004) CO2 sensor was placed over the top of the beaker. CO2 in ppm was measured 
automatically by the accompanying Gaslab V2.0.8.9 software by a laptop (Core i5, Thinkpad) computer once 
every 30 s. The total number of cycles of repetition of the field (“negpo”) was 9999 (maximum possible for 
software). This means that the duration of the field exposure in all three spatial planes through the 3 pairs of so-
lenoids was 100 min (6 × 103 s). Direct measurements by a MEDA FVM 400 Vector Magnetometer (Macintyre 
Electronic Design Associates) indicated that the strongest component (the vertical field strength) of the geo-
magnetic field inside the space occupied by the volume of water diminished by between 1.7 and 3.7 μT when 
the field was activated. Four measurements on separate nights between 04 and 06 hours local time with no lights 
operating in the laboratory were completed. Two field and two non-field conditions were completed on alterna-
tive nights. During two control (sham field) nights the program was not activated although the system was oper-
ating.  

The means and SDs (in parentheses) for CO2 in ppm for the two control runs were 600 (4), 603 (16). For the 
two magnetic field trials on alternative nights theses values were 618 (39) and 624 (42) ppm. The mean differ-
ence between the field and no field conditions was about 19 ppm. The source of the relatively small coefficient 
of variation for the first control trial is unclear, although we have measured similar narrow dispersions on other 
days within “natural” background geomagnetic field intensities. 

The magnetic energy according to Equation (1) within that volume of 100 cc would have been between 1.2 
and 5.5 × 10−10 J. Assuming 19 ppm then (1.9 × 10−5) × 6.023 × 1023 molecules per Mole and 5.5 Moles of 
water in 100 cc, there would be 6.29 × 1019 molecules of CO2 released from that volume. That would be 
equivalent to 1.8 to 8.7 × 10−30 J per molecule of CO2. Vares and Persinger [24] have calculated that the di-
minished effect within a 10 km shell of seawater from the declining dipole strength was 2.56 × 10−27 J per 
CO2 molecule. However the experimental field was activated for 6 × 103 s which means the cumulative dy-
namic energy would have been 1.1 to 5.2 × 10−26 J per molecule. Thus the magnitudes of the energies for the 
calculated estimates for the planet and the experimental measurements were approaching the same order of 
magnitude. The two estimates would have converged after about 1400 s to 300 s of experimental exposure. 

5. Recondite Power Oscillations for Potential Ocean-Air CO2-Temperature  
Coupling 

The relationship between the diminishment of the earth’s magnetic dipole moment and the increase in atmos-
phere temperature and CO2 involves increments of years. Chemical processes such as the life time of the hydro-
nium ion involves durations of picoseconds [34] while asymptotes for chemical reactions may involve millise-
conds to seconds. Fundamental spheroidal modes or background free oscillations of the entire earth, such as 
spectral power densities for solid earth-atmospheric acoustic oscillations, occur at 4.5 mHz and 3.7 mHz. They 
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are the fundamental spheroidal modes 0S29 and 0S37 [35] [36]. Large scale gravitational effects involve periods in 
the orders of tens of minutes with a particular dissociation around 30 min [37] [38]. 

These may be masked spectral densities of interests within the ocean-atmosphere processes that could facili-
tate coupling in a manner similar to the diminished energy required to “connect” the two systems if they share 
resonance. The means of the spectral power densities of the laboratory measured CO2 levels recorded once every 
30 s with and without the presence of the reduced 3.7 μT geomagnetic fields revealed a marked increase in 
spectral power density of CO2 release within periodicities starting around 2000 s or 33.3 minutes. The profiles 
are shown in Figure 3. If that value (in seconds) is multiplied by the lower limit of about 10−30 J per molecule 
the value would be within the range of 2.76 × 10−27 J per molecule. Previous measurements in our laboratory 
have indicated that about one-half an hour is the inflection point for the escalating random power density for 
photon counts and gravity variations. The presence of the approximately 30 min periodicity in this gas emission 
from laboratory prepared salt water during an experimentally produced diminishment of the earth’s magnetic 
field requires consideration of gravitational factors in the declining dipole-increasing CO2 connection. 

The intrinsic resonance of the ocean depth-atmosphere height parameters are temporal variables of pivotal 
significance because they involve universal values and specific solutions. Magnetic diffusivity, a concept em-
ployed perspicaciously by Ryskin [39] is the inverse of the conductivity of the solvent and magnetic permeabil-
ity. Assuming the conductivity of sea water to be ~4.8 S and knowing magnetic permeability is 4π × 10−7 N/A2, 
the diffusivity would be 0.17 × 106 m2/s. When multiplied by the inflection point of the period for the spectral 
power density (Figure 3) that occurs when the static magnetic field is reduced experimentally, the area is ap-
proximately 4.1 × 108 m2. This is equivalent to a linear distance of 20 km or the width of the two shells of ocean 
depth and atmosphere we have assumed in our approach. 

The assumption of an average depth of 10 km for oceans and 10 km for function coupled atmosphere is con-
sistent with empirical estimates. Potential resonance between the ocean-atmosphere because of intrinsic proper-
ties associated with the reduction of the geomagnetic field has quantitative support. Each water molecule dis-
plays a Debye unit of 1.86 or 6.2 × 10−30Asm. When multiplied by the decrease in magnetic field strength over 
the measurement period, 2.9 × 10−6 T, the resulting momentum term is 1.8 × 10−35 kg m/s. The force resulting 
from the application of the hydrogen line (1.42 GHz), which is conspicuously measured over large bodies of  

 

 
Figure 3. Averaged spectral densities for fluctuations in amplitudes of CO2 “gasing out” values in ppm for 100 cc quantities 
of salt water exposed to the normal geomagnetic field (blue) or to an experimentally reduced geomagnetic field (red) to in-
tensity reflecting the global diminishment of the dipole magnetic moment over the last 32 years. 
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water, is 2.55 × 10−26 N. This may appear to be a small force and when applied over the distance of a single O-H 
bond (0.96 × 10−10 m) results in 2.45 × 10−36 J. Because of the homogeneity of these quantities within all water 
molecules, a relatively focused frequency would emerge at the quantum level. When this value is divided by 
Planck’s constant (6.626 × 10−34 J s) the emergent frequency is 0.37 × 10−2 Hz or 3.7 mHz. This is one of the 
peak frequencies of earth-atmospheric coupling as measured by Nishida et al. [36]. It may be relevant that 
quantum-level phenomena may be expressed within macro-geophysical phenomena that include specific ener-
getic bands of global seismicity [40]. 

6. Multivariate Contributors Analysis: Inclusive Data Sources 
In order to assess the magnitude (effect size) by which other variables could contribute to the CO2-temperature 
enhancements, additional complex analyses were completed. Data employed previously were retrieved [24] and 
updated including the annual total field intensities (F), annual globally averaged CO2 (ppm) levels, and annual 
global (Land and Ocean and combined) anomalies (degrees C).  

Annual total field intensities (F) as measured in nanoTesla (nT) were retrieved from the United States Geo-
logical Survey (USGS), Boulder Observatory (BOU) (http://geomag.usgs.gov/) for the years between 1964-2012. 
The Boulder Observatory was selected as a global representative of the variable field intensities. Annual Glo-
bally Averaged CO2 (ppm) levels were retrieved from the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/) for the years between 1980- 
2012. The Annual Global (Land and Ocean combined) Anomalies (degrees C) expressed as departures from the 
20th century average (1901-2000) measures were retrieved from the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (NOAA) National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/) former-
ly the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), for the years between 1970-2012. Additional volcanic activity 
data was queried from the joint Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History Global Volcanism 
Program (http://volcano.si.edu/) and the United States Geological Survey (USGS), retrieving data for total erup-
tions per year.  

The annual data were formatted using Matlab software and computational values entered into SPSS software 
for statistical relationship investigation. Zero-order relationship analysis was conducted on the three annual 
measures, followed by lag-lead relationship analysis (±5 years) and partial correlation for residual analysis. Ta-
ble 1 presents the results of a lag/lead±5 years, stepwise multiple regression analysis for the various predictive 
models of global land, ocean and combined land + ocean temperatures. 

The results indicate a temporal order of the average values for geomagnetic activity (aa) strength 2 years prior 
to temperature changes, with associated CO2 levels 1 year following. Graphing the land and ocean combined 
temperature variations, after controlling for the geomagnetic field measures 2 years prior, revealed a slight 
smoothing of the trend curve (Figure 4). The visual congruence of the coherence between raw temperature in-
creases and the residuals of global geomagnetic activity (aa) two years previously dissociated around 2005. This 
is the same period when Knox and Douglass [6] showed no increase in global temperature and technically a 

 
Table 1. Results of multivariate analyses of contemporary and lagged data for primary variables. 

Dependent 
Stepwise Multiple Regression 

Variables (Lag/Lead±5 years) First Entered R2 SEE Std. Beta 
Land Temperature AA 

Solar Flux 
Total Sunspots 

Sunspot Number 

Lag AA 2 Years 0.232 0.238 −0.482 
Ocean Temperature no variables entered - - - 

Land and Ocean Temperature Lag AA 2 Years 0.193 0.141 −0.440 
Land Temperature Global CO2 

Global CO2 Growth 
Global CO2 Uncertainty 

Lead CO2 1 Year 0.779 0.135 11.906 
Ocean Temperature Lead CO2 1 Year 0.708 0.064 0.829 

Land and Ocean Temperature Lead CO2 1 Year 0.780 0.074 3.788 

Land Temperature AA 
Solar Flux 

Total Sunspots 
Sunspot Number 

Global CO2 

Global CO2 Growth 
Global CO2 Uncertainty 

Lead CO2 1 Year 0.695 0.143 10.345 

Ocean Temperature Lead CO2 1 Year 0.742 0.060 0.716 

Land and Ocean Temperature Lead CO2 1 Year 0.755 0.076 3.744 

http://geomag.usgs.gov/
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/
http://volcano.si.edu/
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mild cooling effect. The flattening effect after the year 2001 is also apparent for raw surface temperature values. 
In addition there is evidence that the diminishing residuals after 2005 for the average amplitude of geomag-

netic activity (a strong solar coupled phenomenon) is associated with no further increase in raw temperature and 
in fact a potential trend for cooling. This would be consistent with other quantitative data. 

Investigations of all energetic possibilities indicated that multiple contributors were potentially superimposed 
upon the magnetic dipole diminishment effects. Expanding upon predictive models and the temporal order of 
geomagnetic field strength 2 years prior to temperature changes with associated CO2 levels 1 year following, a 
lag/lead relationship analysis was conducted with all variables (geo/solar) as well as the total global volcanic ac-
tivity. The only statistically significant relationships were connected to the magnitude of volcanism and are pre-
sented in Figure 5. 

These results again point to the dynamic nature of the Earth’s non-closed system and temporal dependency 
before any relation is observable. To illustrate the importance of time delays, Figure 6 presents the statistically 
significant relationship of volcano eruptions with CO2 levels 4 years later. 

7. Conclusions 
There are correlations and causes for the fluctuations in global temperature within the last century. Although  

 

 
Figure 4. Annual global temperature anomalies for the combined land and ocean departures from the 20th century average, 
and the residual global temperature anomalies values after controlling for the aa index from 2 years prior. 

 

 
Figure 5. The total volcano eruptions displayed a moderate positive relationship with carbon dioxide levels for two, three, 
four and five years after the epoch year. Volcano activity was not related to the other global or solar activity values. 
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Figure 6. Shows the relationship between annual total volcanic activity and the subsequent globally averages carbon dioxide 
levels 4 years later. 

 
general consensus has concluded a causal connection between elevations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
and increases in ocean and atmospheric temperature, the inferences are made primarily from models with mi-
nimal convergent quantification. The strongest data-based causal inferences for the elevated carbon dioxide le-
vels in the atmosphere are related to the diminishing intensity of the earth’s magnetic field strength (the mag-
netic dipole moment) with modulations from solar driven geomagnetic activity and volcanism. 

The complex lag effects, analogous to time constants and reluctance phenomena in smaller physical systems, 
can obscure this relationship when only bivariate graphs are viewed and year-to-year residuals are not consi-
dered. The quantitative convergence of the energies associated with the changes in the ambient magnetic fields 
within the interface between the oceans and atmosphere, supports the validity of a causal connection. The quan-
titative connection between diminished ambient magnetic field strengths and carbon dioxide releases from salt 
water within the laboratory by experimentation is consistent with the global correlation data. Reliance exclu-
sively upon the belief that human activities are primarily responsible for the recent elevations of carbon dioxide 
and temperature could result in allocating global resources erroneously and initiating technologies that would be 
ineffective. The allocation would not facilitate optimal species adaptation to these geophysical changes. 
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